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What Kind of Air are you Breathing???

One of the most important nutrients to humans is often neglectec;1 and forgotten.
That is AIR. Even nutritionists rarely mention the quality of air and its relationship
to health.

Research studies by a division of NASA's Astronaut program have shown that
indoor air pollution in homes and offices has reached serious proportions and is
responsible for many different kinds of illnesses.

Homes today are built to be airtight in order to save fuel in the winter and to keep
us cool in summer. Present air filtration systems primarily recirculate the same
stale polluted air. Unfortunately, this allows micro-organisms that are abundant all
around us to develop.

The ones that appear to cause the most problems for humans are molds, mites,
spores, bacteria, viruses, and fungi. Most of these tiny invisible organisms are so
active that they increase in unbelievable numbers. This is particularly so in airtight
homes and offices.

While the public is well aware of the presence of microscopic organisms, they
have trouble accepting the prevalence of bugs they can't see as being present in their
homes and offices. This difficulty can be made to seem plausible when they are
informed that at times such organisms clump together allowing their accumulation
to become visible to the naked eye. The mold on a piece of bread or cheese is a good
example, as is the white fungus plaque that grows on the tongue during illness.

The presence of organisms, along with that of pollen, can result in a host of
respiratory illnesses such as asthma, some allergies, emphysema, bronchitis, hay
fever, runny noses, fungus infections and others. This is why the result of these
airborne diseases is now called "The Sick House Syndrome."

Many victims of these conditions have turned to house filters in the hopes of
controlling their problem. Unfortunately, the density of the best filters is not
closely enough knit to trap the organisms that are responsible for the majority of
these difficulties.

Another common problem that scores of people complain about is to awaken after
eight hours of sleep only to find themselves in a complete state of fatigue. One
reason for the frequently occurring chronic fatigue syndrome lies in the large number
of airborne organisms, molds, mildew and bedding mites that are inhaled with every
breath one takes during sleep.

The introduction of these microscopic pests into the body forces one's immune
defense mechanisms to be active all night instead of being at rest. There is also
evidence that excessive amounts of contamination restricts the larynx and the lung



important factors as to why one often awakens in a state of fatigue and unrest after
what they thought was a good night's sleep.

A new device has recently been patented that efficiently eliminates the causes of
these ill health problems. Doctors who have used the air purifier in their homes and
reception rooms are excited and enthused about its success. The unit does so by
releasing undetectable emissions that deactivate, on contact, bacteria, molds, mites,
and other organisms. It is called the "PURIDYNE BIOGENIC AIR PURIFICATION SYSTEM."

The product in itself doesn't cure any disease but by inactivating toxic organisms,
it allows defense systems to create their own repair and cure.

It should be mentioned that this unique natural product is particularly helpful to
children, full-time mothers and the elderly. In addition, veterinary clinics, doctor's
offices and hospitals are much in need of micro-organism control. Greenhouse
gardeners have found plant rot and slime molds are eliminated and they are elated at
the increase of bloom and the added growth and vigor that takes place.

Odor-causing molds and mildews are eliminated from damp and humid areas such
as basements, locker rooms and boats.

Patients in doctors reception rooms are particularly pleased to find that at long
last cross contamination from others that are ill is undergoing control.

Here Is How It Works:

A small fan draws air across a cartridge that is saturated with DF-100, a safe,
natural product that deactivates organisms when circulated into house or office air.

As the DF-100 travels through the unit, it becomes volatilized and the particles
pass a column that places an electric charge upon its molecules causing them to
repel one another.

The fan quietly releases the super-charged air into the room. As the particles
contact bacteria, mites, viruses, fungi and molds that are floating in the air and are
also present on clothing, furnishings, carpeting, walls, etc., they are immediately
immobilized.

Whereas traditional filter systems are limited by the amount of air they are able
to draw into them, the Puridyne Air Purifier's active agent travels to all parts of a
1200 square foot area, decontaminating not just the room air, but organisms
wherever they happen to be. In addition, its action controls the smell of tobacco
smoke and any organic odor, and makes room air appear fresh.

We are accustomed to think products having such capabilities must be toxic. It
will amaze you to learn that the active ingredient is made from grapefruit seeds.
The simplicity of the DF-100 formula makes its promotion seem like an old
fashioned snake oil remedy. Nothing could be further from the truth.

The discovery of grapefruit seeds ability to inactivate and kill organisms stems
back some 12 years to the work of Dr. Jakob Harich, a physician scientist who has a
degree in chemistry. After a number of years of work he developed the active



formula which he named DF-100.
A friend and associate of Dr. Harich, Calvin A. Page, Ph.D., took over and became

the CEO of Puridyne Inc., now listed on the Over-the-Counter Market. Dr. Page's
background is in microbiology, He has been involved with the drug and
pharmaceutical industry for more than 30 years, working with Shell Research and
Development, Schering-Plough, Inc., American Hospital Supply, and G.D. Searle.

Dr. Page has seen to it that the effectiveness of DF-100 against all kinds of
microorganisms has been documented in numerous tests in a variety of university
and college settings in North and South America as well as bya number (around 20)
of independent laboratories in the United States. The results of quite a few of these
tests are available For those interested please send $5.00 to cover costs of handling
and shipping.

Although DF-100 is an extremely active compound having a long chain molecule
made up of a series of unsaturated fatty acids it is non-corrosive and non-toxic. The
FDA has granted it a GRAS rating (Generally. Regarded As Safe). It is safe for the use
of both animals and humans and causes no damage to the environment.

.
Allergy monster.A dust mite at play, 225 times
actual size. Most homes are full of them


